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ABOUT ME
« Metal is a great part of who I am today... »

i was born in '73, times where the beatles,
janis joplin or stevie wonder trusted the
charts... artists, not brands !
i started music at 5, playing and writing songs
on an old "Bontempi" keyboard.
then i joined the geneva's music conservatory
at 7, learning music theory, piano, vocals, violin,
orchestration, musical harmony and song
writing during 27 years. at the same time, i
learned by myself many other instruments as
guitar, bass, drums, harp, pipes and didjeridoo.
talking about my self, i am a straight man,
sincere, rebellious, generous, sensitive, totally
in love with life.
and last but not least, when i do something, i
do it with passion, deeply, otherwise i prefer
not to do it !

ABOUT PATKNOT
« I always wanted to play for myself and by myself, exploring metal music and its many facets... »
»

since 14 years old i played in many bands,
sometimes as lead singer, or pianist and other
times as backing vocals or guitarist...
i always put all my heart and energy in every
project, but something was always missing : too
slow, too cramped, too dilettante...
for me, music is like eating or breathing, it's a
basic need and i deeply know that playing is what
i was born for, i always wanted to become
professional, living my passion daily, writing songs
and going around the world spreading my words,
my music, on stage ! this is how patknot 's
project was born.
something alone, by myself, for myself, with a
debut solo album, where every instrument would
be writed and played by me, with my kowledge
and skills. something personnal, where i could put
in everything i feel and shout all i want to say
with passion, sincerity and love.

News from the front
after several months of composition, writing, studio recording sessions, mixing/mastering
and the last musical arrangements in post production, my solo album is now finished.
it is called f.o.s.t.i.s. (from outer space to inner space), has 8 tracks and all the
instruments have been played by me, except a few solos by featured artists/friends.
the first single is away from me and it's a modern/alternative metal song about toxic
people and how dangerous it is to have these kind of troublemakers around us.
here is the track listing as well as a very short presentation of the songs

i. (intro) everything ends

- a tribute song to cassini spacecraft -

ii. away from me
- first single -

iii. Nevermore

- politics with their lies and fine words -

iv. hope song

- a song about love and bad times that always end up easing over time -

v. bella ciao (italian protest song's cover)

- a tribute to two great men, war resisters ... my father and my grandfather -

vi. war

- despite what governments say, war only brings war... never peace -

Vii. Pandemonium

- what is the link between madness, hope and your inner self ? -

viii. (outro) f.o.s.t.i.s.

- galaxies and blackholes, cells and mitochondria... everything is connected -

reviews
«...big riffs and a very good voice, big metal that's what!
well done. »
Pierre, Managarm Productions

«...really interesting piece. we enjoyed the groove and
the perfect mix of clean and dirty singing parts. the voice
is really perfect, as well as the combination of power and
melody. »
Elevate Records

«...great song! it's metal, it's heavy... modern metal. your
music sounds really good... »

Marcel, Autoral vs Autoral

«...great production here, and we dig the overall
aggression »
havoc underground

«...congratulation for your first single! it's really
awesome ! »

metal Junkbox

«...patknot is a born artist, that is unquestionable. when listening
to the music and discovering that the artist has studied music
since he was a child and composed and plays all the instruments, it
is magnificent! that's what music needs, talented people and open
to criticism. as for the music, everything is perfect. the melody,
the voice that mixes between soft and guttural (with clear
references and inspiration in Corey Taylor). impeccable
instrumental. »
Jessica Mar, Metal Hammer

«...Energetic, with catchy riffs and an awesome vocalist!
"away from me" is a heavy and meaningful track that
shows some influences and composing similarities with bands
like disturbed & slipknot. »»

PROGland

«...i definitely feel like i can make out a lot of alter
bridge/myles kennedy influence here. especially in the
guitar play and clean singing, which is definitely a good
thing »»
Felix, Festivalistin.com

«...patknot shows that a head is only capable of great deeds and
brings back the response in his song away from me... i want to
emphasize that patknot managed to do a job that needs to be
known by metal lovers. i want to draw attention to the vocals
performed in this work, noticeable after all, the transitions
and changes from clean to something like torn or guttural, it
is an infallible recipe in this case »»
Undergound Musical

pics

side projects
permanent member of geisha skills, a project created by frederic rouge in 2018.
you can hear & see some stuff here (direct link) :
Anger's Anthem | lyrics video
I am not a God | lyrics video

links
Instagram
Facebook
SoundCloud
YouTube

